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SHARED DECISION PROCESSES IN PUBLIC EDUCATION

by

J. RitInkrd ielOnka
/Aucation and training - MESA

U. ,,,-Departmcut Of the Interior

I. INTRODUCTION
f

Because of the complex nature of the-educational system and the.
, -

diversity of interest which exists among its distinct and influential

constituency, or claimants: the importance of rational processes for

group decision making and problem solving in its design and operation

is being recognized. Inorderto identify anddirect effects at goals

_considered to be of prime importance by all relevant on and off campus

groups (i.e., faculty, students, addinistrators, commuhity, trustees,

alumni; etc.), organizational claimant models are employed. These

require that (1) all organizational claimants be identified, (2) the

nature of each claim be specified, (3) measurable elements be defined for
-

each claim, (4) predictions of the future'pattern-iof these claimsnts:,be

made in the context of the claimants' objectives,, and (5) the impact of

these predictions*on'organizatianal decisions be assessed (Cleland, 1974).

Many forceshave caused the educational, organization to become aware
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of its accountability toltb claimants. Vocal minoritigrouplolonot

always find education appropriately responsive to their needs . And occasionally

feel it necessary to take matters into their own hands to get pesulte.

Students, in turn, do not always find establishment authority as exerciatc-
, in the government of the schodls responsive to their needs, real as well as

manufactured,"and'find that some kinds of results are more easily obtained by

--force. Parents raise questions about what and how Nell their children are

learning, and finding answers evasive, frequently band together in.neighboring

groups in order to pressure their schools for answers and results. Taxpayers,

witnessing a.comparatively staggering increase-in their taxes in recent yearsTV
TV with neither disternible'eWence of improved results nor cle14 explanations
OD
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for what the expenditures are intendidto accomplish, increasingly reward

this lack of account by rejecting school tax levies. Local'boards of
. -

education, feeling pressure mount from an aroused, diverse public'demanding

results, and Molding them'responsible, find themselves hard pressed to

provide straightforward answers, let alone hold anyone accountable. Some

teacher groups; finding pent-up feelings of powerlessness released through

collective action and state laws which mandate the nlgotiation of working
_ -

conditions, exhibit greater preoccupation with their working conditions than

a commitment to the teaching task, and at thsametime,advance a position

that,, as professionals, they are accountable only to themselves for their

actions.

Congressmen, legislatofs, and political leaders become frustrated after

expending millions of dollars for specifically designated,educational programs

and'then receiving in Return little intelligible information about the results

obtained beyond the fact that the funds are expended and that a substantial .

increase Is requested for the next year's operation. Finally, school

administrators, being the group moat respOnsive'to pressure by virtue of their

vulnerable position, finding their powers of administrative control being

consistently negotiated by others into smaller amounts, and having to reply

increasingly upon good will and vtolunieerecicooperation, discover that their

positions strategically place them at the convergent point of nearly all

these pressures (Browder, 1971).

A number of approaches, singly or employed with others, have been proposed
,10

in order to make schools more accountable. Such approaches include the

development of greater management sophistication among educators, the use of

educational program auditing, the development and implementation of defined

levels of performance expectations, the utilization of an alternative form of

education, or a quickening of institutional responsiveness through increased

local participation and semi-autonomy (Barrow, 1970).

It is the latter approach in which group problem solving/decision making

processei play a-crucial role. Educational programs must provide relevance to

students, meet the excellence required by staff, and be consistent with the 4

levels of resource made available by thefunding community. The design and

implementation of such programs requ(re administrators to include-members of

each group in a decision making/problem solving process appropriately suite&

to the simultaneous accomplishment of these ends.
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II. EVOLUTION OF ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION
MAKING/FROBLDI SOLVING PROCESSES

Organizational decision making/problem solving has evolved in ways

,which both parallel and complement the organizational development (OD)

processes to which it is now intimately related. Initially, emphasis was

,placed on the logical:, rational, or structural aspects of the decisiln.

. making/problem solving activity. The early emphasis on rationaliey has,
,

of course, continued _to:the present time, until there now exists a signifi-

cant number of conceptually complex prescriptive frameworks.

Many Of-these frameworks developed around the notion of the system.

A system, simply defined, is a set of objects together with relationships

between the objects and between their attributes .(1411,4'1956). The systems

concept seeks to explain relationships between objects in a manner which

permits close dcrutiny of the objects as well as how they fit together into

a-whole systUm or a part of it:-.Usually, this explanation is performed by

building and.analyiing abstract models of the empirical world which represent
. ,

the necessary and suffirient,relationships of the items being considered.

Specific systems-analysis methods' include input/output analysis, econometric

models, benefit/cost analysis, the planning-programming budget system (PPES),

and mathematical programming. Explanation of each of theie approaches falls

beyond the scope of efforts here. Their significanCe. boweOer, lies in the

'fact that they provide a limier variety of ways to view problema--alteraitive

ways that are logical, systematic, comprehensive, and above all rational.

A second decision making/problem solving emphasis was concerned with the

behavioral component of organizations. The interest here centered on obtaining

appropriate levels of participation from those affected.by the decision or 41

problem solving for socioopolitical rather than technical reasons. In order

to make practical, workable sliggestions which an be utilized in improving

the decision making processes in schools, the following five genertlizations

drawn from the vast literature on organizational decision making can be

emphasized (0Wens, 1970):

1. Effective participation by all claimants in meaningful

organizational decisions does pay off. f -

4. -

4

-.
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2.' Claimants do not want to be involv0 in every decision nor do

they expect to be. L

3. An important task of the-edmi.Mistrator is to distinguish between

the decisions in which claimants shbuld be involved_nd those which shouid
. ,

be handled in other ways.

-4. The roles and functions of.claiments in decisioa'paMing an be

'varied. according to the nature of the problem.

5. The points in the decision making process in which claillants Are

involved can be varied'according to the.nature of the problem. Ratsoy'(1973):

argues convincingly that participative managerial styles lead to increased

supervisor effectiveness,teacher satisfaction, decreased student' alienation,

and improved student achievement.

The third and most recent period of-organizational decision making/

problem solving thoughtis concerned with the natural integration of the

crucial sttuctural and behavioral dimensions in orddr t0 achieve an acceptable

final state of affairs. Despite the widespread contemporary support for the

principles of rationality and participation, relatively few specific mechanisms

have been suggested for transforming these principles into a functional

reality. The most common proposals for rational participation center on

electing members of administrative committees or selecting them to represent

constituency groupli. Neither approach assures* that the sentiments and

interests of the group whose participatiOn is desired will be correctly

percelved,.and integrated into the decision making. Clearly, the consultative,

activity is least likely to generate true,participation and, conversely, most

likely to end up a charade providing the form of participatiorkwithout any

substance. But, even the representative committee can fall short of effective

_participation. The committee's, ability to represent its' constituencies can be

thwarted by the contraints of the committee's terms of reference And the style

of the committee's chairmen. Also, the committee members, once elected, may

facilitate committee actions that can substantially vary from the interests

supposedly being represented. Lacking inthese systems are procedures which

provide ari Information flow from the constituency to the decision makers in the

form of opinions or preferences. In addition, the complexity of the informa-
1

tion provided by a large claimant body requires some techniques for collecting

their preferences and a format that will manage disruptive Conflict among '

parties to the decision (Polley, 1976); see Figure 1.

-fl
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The structural and behavioral characteristics which should be considered -

in the design of an organizational group decision making/problem solving'

process will be next discussed.
.

.10
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PROCESS DESIGN

Process Type

'A great deal of information on organizational group decision making/
problem solving processes already exists. Several considerations are

particularly valuable in facilitating the understanding and utilization
of this information. The firstcanskieration deals with processttype..

Although various taxonomies also exist, I will deal with only the referent .

terminology, description-of the process, and the general underlying thinking
associated with the more significani procesi types. These processes include

...,the interacting, the nominal, and the Delphi.
,

The interacting process refers to a conventional discussion group

format which is generally= Unstructured free- flowing meeting with

minimal direction by'the leader'other than the presentation of the issue
.

to the group. -Obviou ly, a trained leader can create increasing degrees
isof-structure in a di pion group so than'interacting group can approxi-

mate a structured group process. In this case, the term 'interacting

process" refers to an unstructured discussion group. Interacting groups
play a very positive role with respect to increasing (1) grOup motivation
and cohesion, (2) a sense of group consensus, and () the feeling that each
alternative solution possibility has been' carefully reviewed. Thus, for
certain motivational purposes, the problems associated with an interacting
group may far from cancel oui'its benefits.

The nominal group technique was developed by Delbecq and Van de Ven,

..

.,in 1968. It was derived from social-psychological studies of decision
f-conferences, management science,studies of the collection of roup judgmenfi,

and Social woik studies surrounding Citizen'participation,,in program planning.
Since that time, the nominal group technique has gained ext sive recognition
and has been widely applied in health, social service, edqation (Mosky and
Green, 1974; Uhl, 1974 and Vroman, 1975), industry, and overnment organizations.
The e process includes a silent generation of ideas in wri ing, a round-robin
feedback from group members to record each idea in a, term phrase

the discussion of each idea for dlarification and evaluation., and
'voting on the priority ideas leading t9 a group decision which is
derived through rank ordering or rating. The techniiitte overcomes

/
Ss

on a flipchart,

the individual,

mathematically

a number of

f
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critical problems typical of interacting groupd. The silent independent

generation of ideas followed by further- thought and listening during the

round-robin procedure results in a high quantity of ideas. The structured,

process forces equality of participation among members in generating

information on the problem. The meetings tend to conclude with a perceived

sense of closiare, accomplishment, and interest,in future phases of problem

solving.

'Unlike the typical interacting meeting or nominal group technique where

close physical proximity of group members is required for decision-making,

the Delphi technique does not 'require that participants meet face to face.

The Delphi technique is a method for the systematic solicitation and

-collation of judgments on a particular topic through a see of carefully

designed equential q stionnaires interspersed with summarized information

and feedback of opini derived from earlier responies. -

' There are several characteristics of the Delphi process which facilitate

decision making performance. The isolated generation of ideas in-writing

produces a high quantity of ideas. The process of writing responses to the

questions forces respondents to think through the complexity of the problem

andsubmit specific, high quality ideas. The amity end isolation of respondents

provide freedom from the pressure to comform to grTup ideas. Simple pooling of

independent ideas and judgments enhances the quality of participant coniributiods.

The Delphi process tends to conclude with a moderately perceived sense of c osure

and accomplishment. Furthermore, the technique is valuable for obtaining

judgments from geographically isolated experts.

It ties become apparent to those conducting research in the area of group

deci#ion making and problem solving that no single process is generally,

superior to others. Rather, there are advantages and disadvantages to each.

That is, depending on the circumstances, the cojraints which exist, or the

applicability of varipus structural or behavioral criteria (see Figure 2),

different processes may be appropriate. _Some processes enable the development

of a better product with respect to its quality or quantity. Some processes

Abe le a better identification of participants with the product. Others permit

greater fleipility in time, while still'others are less expensive to employ.
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Process Combinations
o

,It has further become apparent that combinations of these proCesses can

be employed whiCh are more useful than any-of the component processes used

individually. Middendorf (1973) and Van de Ven and Delbecq (1971) concluded;

. that differbnt problem types and different group problem solving phases

(fact-finding, idea generation, probability estimation, Clarification,,

evaluation, and compromise) require different prOblem,solVing processes if

problems are to be effectively dealt with, in terms of quality of outcome attmd
, .

nature of member interaction. InteraCtive (unstructured face-to-face

. behavior), nominal (individual silent effort in a group setting), and Delphic

(anonymous use of sequential 'questionnaires)_processes have been examined,
-

modified, and combined in ways which produce high levels of group consensus

and integration (Soudei,, 1974). Issues dealt with by groups in the conduct

of such research have involved the development of consensus lists'ol R dt-D

investtent guide'ines (Souder, 1974), program planning, eDelbecq and Van de

1974), and judgments involving the estimation of a parameter (Huber and Delbecq,

1972).

These various issues or problem types require the members of a group to

engage in a decision making activity which requires them to elicit facts or

opinions -or to suggest the relevant considerations which should be taken into
.

account in any subsequent application and problem resolution. The means by

which the various ccrasiddrfions are combined or reduced is specified (as by

ranking or rating) or is not relevant to the group's activity. An ability_

to make distinctions is required primarily for the selection of the most

important considerations. Such problems require considerable ability to

differentiate among dimihsions of a probleM or to recognize differences within

a single dimension (Bieri et al-, 1966), but little or none to integrate the

problem dimensions; their overall "cognitive complexity," which is defined as

combinations of these abilities, 1,s consequently low to moderate in magnitude.

Multiattribute (or multiple, attribute) and multiple objective decisiOn

problems; which are obviOusly those most often encountered in organliational,

operations, are by nature cognitively complex. They require of the decision

makers attribute delineation, antra- attribute scaling, and'inter-attribute

at
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reconciliation, the degree of which is dependent upon the particular

"multiple objective/multiple attribute decision method" employed (MacCrimmon,

1968); see Figure 3., Furthermore, a great deal of such organizational

decision making and problem solving activity requires "iersonalistic

involvement" of gfoup members. This need becomes apparent when attempting

to decide which'theory to apply, in determining whether conditions of

certainty-or uncertainty are involved, and when making Hurwicz-type selection-

'parameter decisions. Questions involving array strategies, the number of

measures of performance, and the value of weighting coefficients also make

a "personalistic involvement" mandatory (Eiion, 1969). Educational institutions
)

readily atisfy these cognitive-complexity-level requirements needed for

extending the Investigation of groUpRrocesses further along the complexity

continuum. Also, bringing organizational constituents into the.behavioral

laboratory is extremely difficult and expensive. For these reasons,

. investigations associated with educational program organization development

efforts offer the most p.4omising organization development efforts-offer the

:most promising environment in which to conduct such research (Lindsay, 1976).

_ A fidal consideration and one which is interdependent with that involving

the approptiate_design of a prols*Jb9Mikination, is that of the nature of the
.,1-

membership partibipatingiii-the-4.6_01SionmiOng/problem splving process.

This is of particuar importance when constricting- process combinations or

participation of partibular membA-is not necessary in each process phase.

An excellent example of this* that of the "Program Planning

(PPM)," which divides program planning

While these-phases are comp'aiible with

planning model suggests specific; group

different interest groups at di4erent

process may be briefly summarized as followp:

Phase 1 consists of problem exploration. It involves client er

and developmerinto five phases.

the scientific method, the program

techniques and specific roles for

phases in the,Process. The entire

consumer groups and first-line supervisors.
'4,

Phase 2 consists of knowledge exploration. It invoives external

scientific personnel and 'internal and external*ganizational

specialists:

12

a
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Phase 3 cons priorityof priority development. It involves resource-
_

(controllqrs and key, administrators.

Phase 4 consists of program development. :It, involves line administra-
'

and technical specialists. Finally,

Phase onsistsf program eValuation.. It involves client or consumer

group5,'etaff and adMinistratiye personnel.

As described, the program planning methOd'euggests a means. by which

internal exchange across organizational units and,extra-organizational

facei can be sequenced, and offers an explicit process for structuring the

character. participation ,withi each 'phase- of the` planning (Delbicq and

Van de Ven,

1.

14
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IV.'ABE PROGRAM OPERATIONS WORKSHOP '

Background

The experimental setting involved.a workshop to develop feasible

recommendations and plans for improving the effectiveness and administratioh

of ABB programs in Pennsylvania (Lindsay, 1976); as such it was concerned

with the performance of group of individuals, engaged. in a cognitively

: complex decision. making or problem solving activity. The activity con-

sisted of-developing "action plans" (Odiorhe,'1969) which by their nature

are cognitively complex in that the group membSrs are required to perform

tht following tasks;

1) Differentiate among dimensions of i problem; i.e.,

identify relevant problems, solution components,

. alternatives, and performance steps;

le 2) Discriminate by interpreting differences within and

across dimensions; develop priorities for problems .

and alternatives generated;, and

u 3) Integrpte the various solutioil components into alternatives,

and action steps into action plan units.

Two aspects of the group's, performance were of interest--the gr

problem solving a lity i*elf and the intragroup climate which existed.

The group was compo ed Of individualth who are claimants to the Adult Basic
. ,

Education organization and whose potential support of the problem soldtion

could be as important a reason-for their inclusion as was the technical or

experiential expertise which they possessed.

The workshop
e
was designed as an 'administrative field experiment (Thompson,

1974) based on observation, documents, and written instruments involving the

group members and a panel of technical, and organizational experts (Delbecq and

Van. de Ven) outside the group. It was conducted in a fashion consistent with

the philosophy and objectives of the administrative experiment in Qhich an -

administrator- experimenter attempts to accomplish, bath of the folloWing:

1) Bring about some desired change or improvement in the present.

or future performance or operation of the organization (here, to

solve a problem important to the ABE organization and one requiring

endoriement by the contributors to the solution), and

15
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2) Better understand or improve confidence in the relation-
,

ship of the change introduced and the results achieved

(here, to'evaluate the effectiveness of an alternative

form of group decision making and problem solving

activity>.

The subjec; problem ofthis studyyad timely in that considerable
4

and relevint.research exists, concerning group decision making and problem

solving and administrative experiientation (Evan, 1971 and Suchman, 1967).-
-

To date, research in both areas has-not overlapped. Also, the author's

experiences in numerous management and organization development programs

'indicated thatthe voblem was Riacticai in that it has been the source

pf considerable frustration to industrial and institutional organizations.

Furehermoid,It_sharpened application of "the optimal combination of processes

for'eative problem solving" (Van de Ven and Delbecq,.1971) by making more

Operational the specification of the level the decision making o problem

solving activity with which the group must deal. At the same time

experimentation,with gritup processes,was extended ta_a problem class greater

in cognitive complexity than any dealt with to 'date. Finally, it required

astructural elaboration of the role of the monitor in a DelRhic process from

that of "one who carefully designs and administers questionnaires" (Turoff, 1970)

to one4hoserves-anonymously as a thinking-facilitator directing thought About

a. problem (Meier, 1970) and a bridge scientist serving to close any knowledge

.gap which ekists.between members of the group and the decisianSciences. More

the'tiew- tole requires "resolving paradigm conflicts and mediating

fbetween different evaluational standards and pvobiem solving approaches"

(Anbar, 1973)-by use of written in'truments.

Workshop Process

A nominal group setting was employed to enable group members to familiarize

themselves with certain evaluation survey data and to list what in their

-opinions constituted the most significant,problems related to the assigned area

fiL

under discussion in their workgroup. They were instructed not to liMit them-

,selvis to problems stimulated by the survey data alone; rather, they were to

bring all of their experiences (or the experiences of others that they were

aware of) to bear on the ABE problem identification. After a round-robin listingy

71.

16
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41/

an interactive clarification of the problems elicited, and a_pominal voting
..,

for the problems considered both most significant and tractable, another
f

nominal session was conducted in which members were instructed to suggest
A _

solutions which could lead,to a resolution'of the problem at hand; these

solution approach(es). were to be described in-general terms
only.

Finally,
1

a variety of 'group processes were employed to develop an action plan, ,

describing the problem solution in terms of greater performance, cost, and

schedule details, for each solution.. The process employed is outlined in

.Figure 4 and'typical work sheets used are provided in the Appendix.

For each of six evaluation-component areas', at least a dozen significant

- problems Were identified,For each of the problems selected as worthy of

being givin-41rst priority attention in each component area, at least a'

0't

e

half -dozen general solution approaches were offered. The best elements of

the solution-4pproaches were finally synthesiied into an action plan, again

on e for each component area. The action plans obtained were all quite

.substantial in detail, realism,'and potential value to ABE. PrograM/group

participants were unanimous in praising the group process approach employed

and in recognizing the merit of the action plans. developed. The prOject, of

which this workshop was, a part is more fully described in...ABE report

(Lindsay, 1976).

a
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ORGANIZATIONAL/G'RPUP bECISI-ON-MAKING/PROBLEM

SWING PROCESS

PROBLEM EXPLOR,ATGN
Nominal listing, Round-Robin sharing, and Interactive clarification

PROBLEM PRIORITIZATION
NoMinal 'ordering. and Interactive reconcil'ation[sTAR-nriG TcP1

PR;CRiTv PROELEM

-

SOLUTION Cet/IPONENt6ENERATION
Amin-al Ilsting,. Round-Robin, sharin/N, and Inteactive clarification

. SOLUTION COIVP,C'NENT SYNTHESISALTERNATIVE CREATION
Nomirial study, Round-Robin snaring; and lneractive reccnciliation

16,

ALTERNATIVE PROJITIZATION
Nominal t-clering and Interactive reconciliation.

ISTARTING WITH TOK1
PRIORITY,PROELEMS

,4CTION STEP GEhERATION
Nominal listing, Round-Robin listihg, and Interactive clarification

ACTIO STOP SYNTHESIS
Nominal- study, Round -Rcibin display, ye reconciliation

. ACT /ON STEP SCHEDULING 4ND BUDGETING.
, -Nominal estimation, RouncriRcbindisp!ay, and Interactive reconc,';fix;on

).

4-.,
FIGURE 4
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WO4GROLT NO.

1975-76 PENNSYLVANIA ABEj ASSESSMENT PROJECT

:.AcriE,PROGRAM Oni TTONS WORKSHOP
I

Problem Identification Wor.e4lilvet

CONPONENT

s_

Instructions: In general eTms, please list what, in yeur opinion, consti-
tute the.threa most signi icatt prcHemz7 (or p.2tetial probler:s) related. tothe VIES evaluqtion compolent that is currently under cliecuosi&- in yourworkgroup. PIteaie do ) t limit yourself tb problem stivnulated Ly thesurvey data alone; To ler, bring all,of your experiences for the experienceof thers'that you e,a0are of) to bear on ABE problem identification.

(

Problem Statem2nt 111.

,

Problem Statement #2.

*'/

Problem' Statement #3.

sp
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1975176 PENNSYLPYIA ABE ASSES5MENT PROJECT
c.

1
ABE PROGRAM OPEoRATiONS MWSHOi

Solution Alternatives Worksheet

WORKGROU? NO. COMP PPENT

.13

.

.

Instructions: In the spaces provided below please suggest :4n_to three

solutions which could lead to resolution of th,4probleT at hand. Please

describe the solution approach(es) in general t7rms only.'
.

Solution Alttrnative #1.

Soluticn Alternative 112.

Solution Alternative #3.

0
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GROUP NO.

1975-76 PENNSYLVAkA ABE ASSESSnENT PROJECT

ABE PROGRAM OPERATIONS WORKShOP
AW

*don Plan Worksheet

COMPONENT

Sax

Instructions: *At this point we. are concerned with "fleshing out" the solution
which, in the group ^s opinion, offers the most promisc-for resOling the
operational problem._ We would like Ac.to-aeopt a "journalistic" approach
in detailing an 'action n (i.e., provide ans.-:ers to the'specifit questions
who, what, why,-when,lther ;=how, etc:). Ec as spc'cific as you can but do not
force yourseif to provt e answers 'or suggestions where you do no.t.feel
comfortable in-doing so.

itlustrat e questioOt that might be addressed in considering the who,
what, hy, e have been provided. 'You should not feel obliged to answer
every ton nor should you consider the list to be exhaustive.

4W
. I.

.,.

. ..,
.

,

_WI10?: [e.g., Who (person, level, agency) should initiate the action? Who,

is/are the decision makers? Who will be impacted upon as a result _of.
implementation? Whose support, cooperation, or active participation is
required? etc.] l ".

4

S

WHAT?: [What steps must be taken? Must the sequence of steps be considered?
Are there any identifiable milestones (deli;lery'of products, progress checks,
prerequisites, etc.) that need be considered?j

I

4
24
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WHEN?: [what is a reasonable overal time frame for state-wide implementation-

at the local level? Can we determine when milestones could, would, or should

otcur71

r.
4 .4

WHERE?: [At what level (loca, state, federal), shOuld the action be_ initiated,
should the impact be felt, should decisions be made, should an action occur?j

WHY?: [How will overall .program effectiveness be improved?]

,.

IKTW?: [Are there any suggestions that can be madeJ.egArding the "nuts and

bolts" or mechanics,of the action plan.(e.g., conduct a survey, pilut Kst,

evaluation, etc; draft materials, tests, curriculum plans, policy statements

etc.; seek community, state or feaeral funds, etc.) ?]

/'
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